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Abstrat
We propose a new lass of models for random permutations, whih we all log-linear models,
by the analogy with log-linear models used in the analysis of ontingeny tables. As a speial
ase, we study the family of all Lue-deomposable distributions, and the family of those
random permutations, for whih the distribution of both the permutation and its inverse
is Lue-deomposable. We show that these latter models an be desribed by onditional
independene relations. We alulate the number of free parameters in these models, and
desribe an iterative algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation, whih enables us to test if
a set of data satises the onditional independene relations or not.
AMS 2000 Subjet lassiations: 62H05, 62E10, 60E05, 62-07.
Keywords: ranking models, random permutations, log-linear models, onditional indepen-
dene, deomposability.
1 Introdution
There are three slightly dierent situations, in whih permutation-valued data may turn
up.
(i) The permutation desribes a pairing, i.e. a one to one orrespondane, between two
sets of ardinality n, whose elements are labelled with the numbers 1, . . . , n. An example
is a pairing of boys and girls for a dane. If the rst set is the boys and the seond set is
the girls, then a pairing is given by the permutation π, where π(i) = j means that boy i
danes with girl j.
(ii) The permutation desribes a ranking of a labelled set of ardinality n, i.e. the
ranking from best to worst of labelled alternatives. The ranking is given by π, where
π(i) = j means that alternative i is ranked jth best. The inverse of the ranking π is the
ordering π−1, i.e. π−1(i) is the label of the alternative ranked ith best.
(iii) The permutation desribes a reordering of a set of ordered elements. For example,
books on a shelf in a library are reordered as readers look into them. Here π(i) = j means
that the ith item in the original order beomes the jth item after reordering.
∗
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Notie that a pairing or a ranking/ordering an be desribed by a permutation only
after a labelling is xed on the sets.
There is a vast literature of models for random permutations, espeially for rank-
ing/ordering data (ii). Comprehensive summaries an be found, among others, in Crith-
low, Fligner, and Verdui [4℄ and Marden [17℄. The larger lasses of models are order
statistis models (also alled Thurstonian models), distane-based models, paired ompar-
ison models, and multistage models.
Our starting point is the onept of Lue-deomposability, also alled L-deomposability
(we will use the latter name). This property, applied to orderings, was introdued by
Crithlow, Fligner and Verdui in [4℄, motivated by Lue's ranking postulate [15℄. This
postulate supposes that the ordering of the alternatives is the result of repeated seletions
of the best alternative from the remaining set of alternatives. That is, for eah set C and
eah alternative x ∈ C, the probability that x is hosen as best from C is given by pC(x).
Given these hoie probabilities, the probability of the ordering π is given by
p(π) =
n∏
k=1
pCk(π(k)),
where Ck = {π(k), . . . , π(n)} is the set of available alternatives at the kth step. Lue
ombined this postulate with his hoie axiom to develop the Lue model. The hoie
axiom puts restritions on the hoie probabilities pC(x). The ranking postulate without
the hoie axiom produes a multistage model, a general L-deomposable distribution. In
other words, a random ordering (or its distribution) is L-deomposable, if its elements
are hosen suessively, satisfying the following Markov property: in the kth step, the kth
element is hosen from the remaining ones, independently of the order of the rst k − 1
elements.
In this paper, we wish to apply L-deomposability to random pairings, rankings, and
reorderings as well. We notie that L-deomposability of a random pairing depends on
the labelling of the rst set, and L-deomposability of a random ranking depends on
the labelling of the alternatives. In fat, the labelling under whih L-deomposability is
satised (if suh a labelling exists) an be interpreted as a natural order of the elements
or alternatives. If n is relatively small, this natural order may be found by an exhaustive
searh over all labellings.
In the main part of the paper, we study random permutations Π, for whih the distribu-
tions of both Π and Π−1 are L-deomposable. In this ase we say that the distribution of
Π (and of Π−1) is bi-deomposable. Bi-deomposability of a random pairing implies a nat-
ural order on both sets, while bi-deomposability of a random ranking/ordering implies a
natural order on the set of alternatives. This new onept is perhaps most natural for ran-
dom pairings, sine they possess an obvious symmetry in the two sets whose elements are
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paired, that is in Π and Π−1. The model is also attrative in the ase of rankings/orderings,
sine, as we shall show, a general L-deomposable distribution has 2n(n/2 − 1) + 1 free
parameters, while a general bi-deomposable distribution possesses only
∑n−1
k=1 k
2
param-
eters. This is still more than the usual number of about n or at most n2 for most known
models, however, it is still very small ompared to n!.
Another feature of both the L-deomposable and the bi-deomposable families is that
they an be haraterised by ertain onditional independene relations, whih we will
desribe later in detail. Therefore, by tting these models with the maximum likelihood
method, and assessing the goodness of t with the hi-square test, we an test the hypoth-
esis that the random permutation satises ertain onditional independene properties.
The paper is organised as follows. Setion 2 deals with L-deomposability, and Setion
3 ontains the main results about bi-deomposable distributions. In Setion 3.1, we study
general log-linear models for random permutations, whih we apply in Setion 3.2 to de-
omposable models, and prove Theorem 1. Setion 3.3 treats the problem of maximum
likelihood estimation in the models. It is shown that the maximum likelihood estimate is
expliite in the L-deomposable model, but in the bi-deomposable model, it an only be
obtained by iterative methods. In Setion 4, we investigate whih models formulated in the
literature are L-deomposable or bi-deomposable. In Setion 5 we study to what extent
the latent order with respet to whih the distribution is deomposable an be estimated.
Finally, in Setion 6, we t the models to a real dataset, and Setion 7 ontains the proofs
of some lemmas.
2 L-deomposability
For integers i ≤ j, {i : j} denotes the set {k : i ≤ k ≤ j}. For any vetor v =
(v(1), . . . , v(s)), we all v(i) the ith element of v. For the set of the ith to jth elements,
and for the subvetor of the ith to jth elements of v, introdue the notations
v{i : j} = {v(i), . . . , v(j)}, v(i : j) = (v(i), . . . , v(j)), 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ s. (1)
If j < i then let v{i : j} be the empty set. Let Sn stand for the symmetri group of all
permutations π of {1, . . . , n}. We denote a probability distribution on Sn by p = {p(π) :
π ∈ Sn}. Denote by Π : Ω → Sn a random permutation on a probability spae (Ω,A, P )
with distribution p, that is P (Π = π) = p(π). The idea of L-deomposability rst appears
in [4℄, and was motivated by Lue's ranking postulate [15℄. It states that for any k, the
value of Π(k + 1) depends on Π(1 : k) only through Π{1 : k}. Reall that the probability
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of a permutation an always be written in the produt form
P (Π = π) =
n−1∏
k=0
P (Π(k + 1) = π(k + 1) | Π(1 : k) = π(1 : k)) . (2)
L-deomposability means that the onditions Π(1 : k) = π(1 : k) an be replaed by the
onditions Π{1 : k} = π{1 : k}. We formulate this in the following denition, in four
dierent forms. For two permutations, πσ denotes omposition, i.e. πσ(i) = π(σ(i)).
Denition 1. Let Π be a random permutation with probability distribution p on Sn. Π
or p is alled L-deomposable, if any of the following are satised.
1. For every 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 2, π ∈ Sn and σ ∈ Sk
P (Π(k + 1) = π(k + 1) | Π(1 : k) = π(1 : k)) =
= P (Π(k + 1) = π(k + 1) | Π(1 : k) = πσ(1 : k)) , (3)
if both onditional probabilities are dened.
2. For every 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 2 and π ∈ Sn
P (Π(k + 1) = π(k + 1) | Π(1 : k) = π(1 : k)) =
= P (Π(k + 1) = π(k + 1) | Π{1 : k} = π{1 : k}) , (4)
if the lefthandside is dened.
3. The random sets Π{1 : k} form a Markov hain for k = 1, . . . , n.
4. There exists a Λ nonnegative funtion dened on pairs
(x,C) : C ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, x 6∈ C, (5)
and c onstant, suh that for all π ∈ Sn
p(π) = c
n−1∏
k=0
Λ(π(k + 1), π{1 : k}). (6)
Proposition 1. The four properties in Denition 1 are equivalent.
This proposition, in slightly dierent form, an be found in [4℄, so we omit the straight-
forward proof. In the rst two equivalent forms of the denition, we ould formally inlude
k = 0, 1, n− 1 as well, but equations (3) and (4) are always satised for these k-values. It
follows that for n ≤ 3, all distributions are L-deomposable.
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The pair (Λ, c) is alled an L-deomposition of the distribution p if (6) holds. By (2)
and (4), one L-deomposition of the L-deomposable distribution p is given by c = 1 and
Λ(x,C) = P (Π(|C|+ 1) = x | Π{1 : |C|} = C), (7)
if the probability of the ondition is positive, otherwise Λ(x,C) = 0. We all this L-
deomposition anonial.
The fat that the random sets Π{1 : k} form a Markov hain is equivalent to the
independene of the past and the future, onditional on the present. This means that the
rst k and last n − k elements of Π are onditionally independent on the ondition that
the set of the rst k elements is given. By the well-known property of Markov hains, this
observation generalises to any onseutive partition of the set {1, . . . , n}.
Any j-tuple κ = (κ1, . . . , κj) with κ0 = 0 < κ1 < . . . < κj < n = κj+1 is a set of
setions, whih dene a κ onseutive partition of the set {1, . . . , n} into j + 1 sets by
κ = (κ1, . . . , κj+1), where κi = {κi−1 + 1 : κi}. (8)
For the onseutive partition κ and π ∈ Sn, dene the vetor of unordered marginals
{πκ} = ({πκ
i
} : 1 ≤ i ≤ j + 1), where {πκ
i
} = π{κi−1 + 1 : κi}. (9)
In ontrast, πκ
i
= π(κi−1 + 1 : κi) is an ordered marginal.
L-deomposability means that for any onseutive partition κ in (8) and any π ∈ Sn,
P (Π = π | {Πκ} = {πκ}) =
j+1∏
i=1
P (Πκ
i
= πκ
i
| {Πκ} = {πκ}). (10)
Thus we have proved the following
Proposition 2. A random permutation Π is L-deomposable if and only if, for every
onseutive partition in (8), the ordered marginals Πκ
i
, 1 ≤ i ≤ j + 1 are onditionally
independent, given {Πκ}, that is, (10) holds.
In the language of orderings, the unordered marginal {πκ} is the partial ordering of
shape κ derived from the ordering π. This gives the set of alternatives reeiving the
rst κ1 ranks, the set of alternatives reeiving the next κ2 − κ1 ranks, et. Thus L-
deomposability for orderings means that given the partial ordering of arbitrary shape κ,
the orderings within eah set of ranks κi are independent.
3 Bi-deomposability
We are interested in random permutations, for whih the distribution of both Π and Π−1
is L-deomposable. If the distribution of Π is p, then the distribution of Π−1 is given by
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p′(π) = p(π−1). Thus, Π−1 is L-deomposable if and only if
p(π) = p′(π−1) =
∏
(x,C)
Λ′(x,C)mL(π
−1,(x,C)) =
∏
(x,C)
Λ′(x,C)mL′ (π,(x,C)), (11)
where Λ′ is the anonial L-deomposition of p′, and the matrix ML′ is derived from the
matrix ML by interhanging eah pair of rows orresponding to inverse permutations π
and π−1. We all suh distributions L′-deomposable, and denote their family by PL′ .
The family of bi-deomposable distributions will be denoted by Pb = PL ∩ PL′ .
Aording to Proposition 2, bi-deomposable random permutations have the property
that for every onseutive partition κ in (8), the ordered marginals Πκ
i
, 1 ≤ i ≤ j + 1
are onditionally independent, given {Πκ}, and the ordered marginals Π−1κ
i
, 1 ≤ i ≤ j + 1
are onditionally independent, given {Π−1κ }. We now show that bi-deomposable random
permutations satisfy additional onditional independene statements. Let κ and λ be two
onseutive partitions. For π ∈ Sn, dene the ordered marginals
πκ
i
×λ
j
= {(a, π(a)) : a ∈ κi, π(a) ∈ λj}. (12)
We prove the next proposition in Setion 7.
Proposition 3. A random permutation Π is bi-deomposable, if and only if for all pairs
of onseutive partitions κ and λ of sizes s and t respetively, the ordered marginals Πκ
i
×λ
j
for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and 1 ≤ j ≤ t are onditionally independent, given {Πκ} and {Π−1λ }.
In the rest of the paper, we fous our attention on stritly positive distributions, i.e.
the ase when p(π) > 0 for all π ∈ Sn, whih an be desribed as exponential families,
or more speially, as log-linear models. In general, by an exponential family of disrete
(stritly positive) distributions p = (p1, . . . , ps) we mean the family{
p :
s∑
i=1
pi = 1, log p ∈ U
}
, (13)
where U is a t-dimensional linear subspae of Rs, ontaining the vetor 1 = (1, . . . , 1)T .
The number of free parameters of the exponential family (13) is t − 1. Extending the
onept used in the analysis of ontingeny tables, we may dene a log-linear model as an
exponential family where the linear subspae U has a generating set onsisting of 0 − 1
vetors. All log-linear models for random permutations appearing in this paper have the
additional property that the generating 0−1 vetors of U are indiator vetors of dierent
values of generalised marginals |πB|.
Denote by P+L and P+L′ the family of stritly positive L-deomposable and L′-deomposable
distributions respetively. Then the family of stritly positive bi-deomposable distribu-
tions is given by P+b = P+L ∩ P+L′ . We will show that both P+L and P+L′ admit a log-linear
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representation with orresponding linear subspaes F and G respetively. It follows that
P+b is also an exponential family with subspae H = F ∩G. We will show that P+b is also
a log-linear model, and we will determine the dimension and a basis of H (Theorem 1).
This is made possible by the abundane of orthogonality. Two subspaes U and V of a
Hilbert spae are alled orthogonal, if every pair of vetors u ∈ U, v ∈ V are orthogonal.
The losed subspaes U and V interset eah other orthogonally, if the (orthogonal) pro-
jetion of U on V equals U ∩ V , or equivalently, the projetion of V on U equals U ∩ V .
Denote the operator of orthogonal projetion on U by PrU . Another equivalent ondition
for orthogonal intersetion is that the projetion operators PrU and PrV ommute. Thus
introduing the notation ⊥∩ for orthogonal intersetion,
U ⊥∩ V ⇐⇒ PrUV = U ∩ V ⇐⇒ PrV U = U ∩ V ⇐⇒ PrUPrV = PrV PrU . (14)
We will show that F and G interset eah other orthogonally, furthermore, we will nd
an orthogonal deomposition of both F and G into lower dimensional subspaes Fk and
Gℓ, suh that eah pair of subspaes (Fk, Gℓ) interset eah other orthogonally. Then it
will sue to determine the dimension and basis of the low dimensional subspaes Fk∩Gℓ.
Orthogonal intersetion does not appear by oinidene, it is the onsequene of onditional
independene relations, as we will explain later on. Before arrying out this program in
the following subsetions, we state the main theorem of this setion.
Theorem 1. The family of positive bi-deomposable distributions is a log-linear model with
the number of free parameters equal to
dn =
n−1∑
i=1
i2. (15)
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Setion 3.2.
3.1 Partitions of the hessboard
A permutation may be identied with a plaement of n rooks on the n×n hessboard suh
that they annot apture eah other, i.e. a plaement with exatly one rook in eah row
and in eah olumn. Let us agree that we plae the rooks row-wise, that is if π(i) = j,
then we plae a rook in the jth square of the ith row. π−1 an be read olumn-wise
from the rook-plaement. This identiation is helpful in the study of bi-deomposability,
beause bi-deomposability is a symmetri property in π and π−1, that is in rows and
olumns of the hessboard.
In this setion, we dene and study log-linear models for random permutations, whose
generators are partitions of the hessboard. More speially, we require that these par-
titions be the produt of a row-partition and a olumn-partition. A partition of the set
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{1 : n} into s disjoint subsets (also alled atoms) is given by
Z = (Z1, . . . , Zs) : ∪si=1Zi = {1 : n}, Zi ∩ Zj = ∅ ∀i 6= j. (16)
If none of the sets Zi is empty, we all s the size of the partition. If of two suh partitions,
one partitions the set of rows, the other the set of olumns of the n × n hessboard, then
the result is a produt partition of the board.
Denition 2. A partition B of the n × n hessboard is a produt partition, if there exist
a partition R of size r (alled row-partition) and a partition C of size c (alled olumn-
partition) of the set {1 : n} suh that
B = (Bij) : Bij = Ri × Cj = {(x, y) : x ∈ Ri, y ∈ Cj}, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ c. (17)
We denote this by B = R× C.
For any produt partition B of the n × n hessboard, we dene the matrix-valued B-
marginal funtion π 7→ |πB| on Sn. For a permutation π, this statisti gives the number of
rooks falling into eah Bij in the rook-plaement orresponding to π:
|πB| = (tij), tij = |{1 ≤ s ≤ n : (s, π(s)) ∈ Bij}|. (18)
In other words, if π is a pairing between two labelled sets A and B, then |πB| is the r × c
matrix whose ijth entry is the number of elements of A belonging to Ri, whih are paired
with an element of B belonging to Cj . The partition B of the hessboard gives rise to a
partition of Sn via the fution π 7→ |πB| : the permutations π and σ belong to the same
atom of this partition if and only if |πB| = |σB|. The subspae of Rn! spanned by the
indiator vetors of these atoms will be denoted by UB. Equivalently
UB = {v ∈ Rn! : |πB| = |σB| ⇒ v(π) = v(σ)}. (19)
The vetors v ∈ UB are just the funtions π 7→ v(π) on Sn, whih are measurable with
respet to the (atomi) σ-algebra with atoms {π : |πB| = (tij)}, where (tij) takes all
possible values. We denote this σ-algebra by σ(B).
We will dene a log-linear model by a set of produt partitions, alled the generators of
the model. Of ourse, a similar denition is possible also with generator partitions whih
are not of produt form. For the spanned subspae, we use the notation Span(·).
Denition 3. Let B1, . . . ,Bs be produt partitions of the hessboard, and use the simpli-
fying notation UBi = U i. We say that p belongs to the log-linear model generated by these
partitions if
log p(π) =
s∑
i=1
θi(|πB〉 |) π ∈ Sn, (20)
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where the θi funtions are arbitrary parameters. Equivalently, we require that
log p ∈ Span(U1, . . . , U s). (21)
We will use the notation L(B1, . . . ,Bs) for this model.
In the rest of this setion, we give a suient ondition, when the intersetion of two
log-linear models is itself a log-linear model, with diretly identifyable generators. The
proofs an be found in Setion 7. The rst lemma desribes the relationship between
onditional independene and orthogonal intersetion.
Lemma 1. Let (Ω,A, P ) be a probability spae, and denote by L2(A) the Hilbert spae of
square-integrable random variables on it. For a σ-algebra D ⊂ A, denote by L2(D) the
losed linear subspae of L2(A) onsisting of all D-measurable random variables. Let D1,
D2 ⊂ A. Then L2(D1) ⊥∩ L2(D2) if and only if D1 and D2 are onditionally independent,
given D1 ∩ D2.
There is a partial ordering on the set of partitions. Partition Z = (Z1, . . . , Zs) is ner
that W = (W1, . . . ,Wt) (or W is oarser than Z) if for every i there exists a j suh that
Zi ⊂ Wj . Denote this by Z ≻ W. Clearly, this implies UZ ⊃ UW . By the appliation of
Lemma 1, we get
Lemma 2. Let R′ ≻ R and C′ ≻ C be partitions of {1 : n}. Then we have
UR×C
′ ⊥∩ UR′×C and UR×C′ ∩ UR′×C = UR×C . (22)
The next two lemmas formulate simple fats from linear algebra, whih will be needed
in the sequel. We write U = U1 ⊕ U2 for orthogonal deomposition, that is when U =
Span(U1, U2) and U1 and U2 are orthogonal.
Lemma 3. Suppose that U = Span(Ui : i ∈ I), V = Span(Vj : j ∈ J) are two subspaes,
and Ui ⊥∩ Vj for every pair i, j. Then U ⊥∩ V , and U ∩ V = Span(Ui ∩ Vj : i ∈ I, j ∈ J).
Lemma 4. Let U = U1 ⊕U2 and V = V1 ⊕ V2 be two subspaes with orthogonal deompo-
sitions. If U ⊥∩ V , U1 ⊥∩ V1, U ⊥∩ V1, and U1 ⊥∩ V hold, then U2 ⊥∩ V2 is also true,
and
U ∩ V = (U1 ∩ V1)⊕ (U1 ∩ V2)⊕ (U2 ∩ V1)⊕ (U2 ∩ V2).
As a diret orollary of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we obtain
Corollary 1. Let L(Ri × C : i = 1, . . . , s) and L(R× Cj : j = 1, . . . , t) be two log-linear
models, and suppose that R ≻ Ri and C ≻ Cj for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s, 1 ≤ j ≤ t. Then the
intersetion of the two models is the log-linear model L(Ri×Cj : i = 1, . . . , s, j = 1, . . . , t).
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3.2 Deomposability as a log-linear model
In this setion, we prove Theorem 1. Reall from (8) the denition of a onseutive partition
of {1 : n}. A onseutive partition, whih ontains only two neighboring setions is alled
a bold setion. That is, the kth bold setion, ontaining the setions k − 1 and k, is given
by
Φk = ({1 : k − 1}, {k}, {k + 1 : n}), 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 1. (23)
We will extend the notation Φk to k = 1 and k = n for the sake of onveniene. The
(onseutive) partition whih partitions {1 : n} into n sets is alled the full partition:
Ψ = ({1}, {2}, . . . , {n}). (24)
From the multipliative form (6), it is straightforward that the L-deomposable expo-
nential family P+L is the log-linear model
P+L = L(Φk ×Ψ : 1 ≤ k ≤ n). (25)
That is, the generators are the produts of bold setions with the full partition. The reason
is that the 0− 1 matrix |πΦk×Ψ| is equivalent to the vetor of unordered marginals {πΦk}
dened in (9).
A submodel whih we will use in the sequel has as generators oarser partitions. A
onseutive partition, whih ontains only one setion is alled a thin setion. Denote the
kth thin setion by
Φ˜k = ({1 : k}, {k + 1 : n}), 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1. (26)
Notie that Φ1 = Φ˜1 and Φn = Φ˜n−1. We extend the notation Φ˜k to k = n for the sake of
onveniene. The log-linear model
P+LS = L(Φ˜k ×Ψ : 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1) (27)
is a submodel of the L-deomposable family, whih onsists of positive distributions p for
whih the onditional probability P (Π(|C|+1) = x | Π{1 : |C|} = C) depends on the pair
(x,C) only through their union, C∪{x}, where, as before, Π is a random permutation with
distribution p. We will all these distributions LS-deomposable, where S stands for set,
indiating that the hoie of the kth element of the random permutation depends only
on the set to be formed by the rst k elements. We dene L′S-deomposable distributions
similarly.
Reall from (19) the denition of the subspae orresponding to a produt partition,
and for the sake of brevity introdue the notations
UΦk×Ψ = Uk, U
eΦk×Ψ = U˜k. (28)
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From the partial ordering of partitions, we get that U˜k ⊂ Uk, denote the orthogonal
omplement of U˜k in Uk by F k. By the same argument, U˜k ⊂ Uk+1 also holds. This
yields that
Span(Uk : 1 ≤ k ≤ n) = Span(F k : 1 ≤ k ≤ n, U˜n).
Sine Φ1 = Φ˜1, we get F
1 = {0}. In addition, as Φ˜n is the trivial partition, U˜n = Span(1).
Thus the subspae belonging to the L-deomposable log-linear model is
F = Span(Uk : 1 ≤ k ≤ n) = Span(F k : 2 ≤ k < n,1). (29)
In the next lemma, we show that the subspaes on the righthandside of (29) not only span
F , but give an orthogonal deomposition. The proof is found in Setion 7.
Lemma 5. The subspaes F k (2 ≤ k ≤ n) are orthogonal to eah other and to the vetor
1.
The number of free parameters in the L-deomposable exponential family, whih we
denote by bn, is the dimension of F minus one. From the orthogonal deomposition (29)
of F it is immediate that
bn = dim(F )− 1 =
n∑
k=2
dim(F k) =
n∑
k=2
(
n
k
)
(k − 1) = 2n(n/2− 1) + 1, (30)
where the dimension of F k is easy to alulate.
The deomposition (29) simplies the alulations regarding the dimension of the bi-
deomposable model as well. Interhanging the role of rows and olumns, we see that the
L′-deomposable loglinear family is
P+L′ = L(Ψ× Φk : 1 ≤ k ≤ n). (31)
Dene the (k, ℓ)th bold ross-setion as
Hkℓ = Φk ×Φℓ, (32)
where the omponent (row and olumn) partitions are bold setions dened in (23). By
Corollary 1, the bi-deomposable log-linear model is given by
P+b = L(Hkℓ : 1 ≤ k, ℓ ≤ n). (33)
In order to nd the dimension of H, dene the subspaes V ℓ, V˜ ℓ, Gℓ in the L′-deom-
posable model just as we dened Uk, U˜k, F k in the L-deomposable model. Using the
notation introdued in (19),
UΨ×Φℓ = V ℓ, UΨ×
eΦℓ = V˜ ℓ. (34)
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Applying Lemma 5, the subspae orresponding to the L′-deomposable model an be
written as
G = ⊕nℓ=2Gℓ ⊕ Span(1). (35)
By Lemma 2, for any pair
U ∈ {Uk, U˜k : 2 ≤ k ≤ n}, V ∈ {V ℓ, V˜ ℓ : 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ n},
U ⊥∩ V , sine these subspaes orrespond to produt partitions, where in the U -partitions,
the olumn-partition is as ne as possible, and in the V -partitions, the row-partition is
as ne as possible. By Lemma 4, we get F k ⊥∩ Gℓ for all k, ℓ. By Lemma 3, the
spae H = F ∩ G orresponding to bi-deomposable distributions has the orthogonal
deomposition
H = ⊕2≤k,ℓ≤n(F k ∩Gℓ)⊕ 1. (36)
It remains to nd the dimension and a basis of F k ∩Gℓ. For the time being, x k and
ℓ. By Lemma 2, the subspae orresponding to the (k, ℓ)th bold ross-setion Hkℓ is just
Uk∩V ℓ. Observe that F k∩Gℓ onsists of exatly those vetors of the spae Uk∩V ℓ, whih
are orthogonal to both U˜k and V˜ ℓ. Reall that the πth oordinate of a vetor in Uk ∩ V ℓ
depends only on its marginal |πHkℓ | = (tij)1≤i,j≤3 dened by (18), that is the number
of rooks π plaes in the nine parts into whih the (k, ℓ)th bold ross-setion divides the
hessboard.
As the nine elements of the matrix |πHkℓ | must satisfy row-sum and olumn-sum on-
straints, the vetor is determined by its oordinates tij for i, j = 1, 2. Furthermore, all of
t12, t21, t22 an be either zero or one. We will speify the marginal |πHkℓ | by two oordi-
nates: a = t11 + t12 + t21 + t22 and q, where q odes the plaement of the rooks in the
middle row and olumn of the 3×3 partition. Our oding is as follows. In the kth row and
ℓth olumn, there is either one rook in the intersetion of the row and the olumn (ode 5),
or there are two rooks, one on a horizontal, and one on a vertial arm of the ross. In this
latter ase, the two oupied arms point towards a plane-quarter, and we use the usual
numbering of the plane-quarters as oding (one or two arms of the ross may be missing,
but this does not ause any problems). That is, for xed k, ℓ,
akℓ(π) =| {i : 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ π(i) ≤ ℓ} |, (37)
and
qkℓ(π) =

1 if π(k) > ℓ, π−1(ℓ) < k
2 if π(k) < ℓ, π−1(ℓ) < k
3 if π(k) < ℓ, π−1(ℓ) > k
4 if π(k) > ℓ, π−1(ℓ) > k
5 if π(k) = ℓ.
(38)
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Sine the πth oordinate of a vetor in Uk ∩ V ℓ depends only on its marginal |πHkℓ |, a
basis of Uk ∩V ℓ is given by the indiator vetors of all the possible values of this marginal.
Therefore, for eah a, q, we dene this indiator vetor
ρkℓaq(π) = χ{akℓ(π) = a, qkℓ(π) = q}. (39)
Of ourse, for many pairs a, q, these are zero vetors. We now determine all ases when
ρkℓaq is not identially zero. First, we need
max(0, k + ℓ− n) ≤ a ≤ min(k, ℓ), (40)
as there must be a non-negative number of rooks in eah retangle of the board. q an
usually be anything from 1 to 5, exept
a = 0 ⇒ q = 4,
a = 1 ⇒ q ∈ {1, 3, 4, 5},
a = k < j ⇒ q ∈ {2, 3, 5},
a = j < k ⇒ q ∈ {1, 2, 5},
a = j = k ⇒ q ∈ {2, 5}.
(41)
We all the pairs a, q satisfying (40) and (41) non-trivial pairs. After all this preparation,
we are ready for the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. We have to show (15). The number of free parameters of the bi-de-
omposable log-linear model is dim(H) − 1, sine only those vetors v in H are allowed
for whih p = ev is a probability distribution. By (36), we only need to determine the
dimension of eah subspae F k ∩ Gℓ, whih onsists of the vetors of Uk ∩ V ℓ, whih are
orthogonal to both U˜k and V˜ ℓ.
Let u =
∑
a,q caqρ
kℓ
aq be an arbitrary vetor in U
k ∩V ℓ, we nd when it is orthogonal to
U˜k and V˜ ℓ. First take a vetor v(π) = χ(π{1 : k} = C) in the basis of U˜k, and introdue
the notation | C ∩ {1 : ℓ} |= a. With h = (k − 1)!(n− k)!, the salar produt is alulated
as
(u, v) =
{
ca1(k − a)h+ ca2(a− 1)h+ ca5h if ℓ ∈ C
ca3ah+ ca4(k − a)h if ℓ 6∈ C
Similarly, if v(π) = χ(π−1{1 : ℓ} = D) is a basis vetor of V˜ ℓ, | D ∩ {1 : k} |= a, and
g = (ℓ− 1)!(n − ℓ)!, then
(u, v) =
{
ca3(ℓ− a)g + ca2(a− 1)g + ca5g if k ∈ D
ca1ag + ca4(ℓ− a)g if k 6∈ D
Thus F k∩Gℓ onsists of the linear ombinations of those vetors∑5q=1 caqρkℓaq for whih
the above four linear ombinations of the oeients caq are zero. Of the four onstraints on
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the oeients, only three are linearly independent, so in most ases there are two linearly
independent solutions for the ve oeients. The ases a = 0, 1,min(k, ℓ) must be treated
separately, it is readily seen that in the ase a = 0, the only solution is zero, while in the
ases a = 1,min(k, ℓ) there is one non-zero solution. Let ∆kℓa denote the number of linearly
independent solutions, that is ∆kℓa is either zero, one or two. The following vetors form
an orthogonal basis of F k ∩Gℓ (with the exeption that some vetors may be 0):
µkℓa1 = −ρkℓa2 + (a− 1)ρkℓa5
µkℓa2 = −(ℓ− a)aρkℓa1 + (k − a)(ℓ− a)ρkℓa2 − (k − a)aρkℓa3+
+a2ρkℓa4 + (k − a)(ℓ− a)ρkℓa5
(42)
Finally, sine ∑
k,ℓ
dim(F k ∩Gℓ) =
∑
i≥1
|{(k, ℓ) : dim(F k ∩Gℓ) ≥ i}|,
to nish the proof of the theorem, it sues to show that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
|{(k, ℓ) : dim(F k ∩Gℓ) ≥ i}| = (n− i)2.
To this end, let us nd those k, ℓ, for whih dim(F k ∩ Gℓ) ≥ 2j + 2. This happens if
among the quantities ∆kℓa there are either two 1's and at least j 2's, or one 1 and at least
(j + 1) 2's.
The rst of these ases ours when ℓ + k ≤ n + 1 and min{k, ℓ} ≥ j + 2, while the
seond ase ours when ℓ+ k ≥ n+2 and max{k, ℓ} ≤ n− j− 1. But if ℓ+ k ≤ n+1 and
k, ℓ ≥ j+2, then k, ℓ ≤ n− j−1 also holds. Similarly, if ℓ+k ≥ n+2 and k, ℓ ≤ n− j−1,
then at the same time k, ℓ ≥ j + 3 > j +2. Therefore, dim(F k ∩Gℓ) ≥ 2j + 2 holds if and
only if j + 2 ≤ k, ℓ ≤ n− j − 1, and there are [n− (2j + 2)]2 suh pairs.
Let us nd those k, ℓ, for whih dim(F k ∩ Gℓ) ≥ 2j + 1. This happens if among the
quantities ∆kℓa there are either two 1's and at least j 2's, or one 1 and at least j 2's.
The rst of these ases ours when ℓ + k ≤ n + 1 and min{k, ℓ} ≥ j + 2, while the
seond ase ours when ℓ + k ≥ n + 2 and max{k, ℓ} ≤ n − j. But if ℓ+ k ≤ n + 1 and
k, ℓ ≥ j + 2, then k, ℓ ≤ n − j − 1 < n − j also holds. Similarly, if ℓ + k ≥ n + 2 and
k, ℓ ≤ n − j, then at the same time k, ℓ ≥ j + 2. Therefore, dim(F k ∩Gℓ) ≥ 2j + 1 holds
if and only if j + 2 ≤ k, ℓ ≤ n− j, and there are [n− (2j + 1)]2 suh pairs.
Remark 1. In (42), we found an orthogonal basis {1, µkℓai} of the spae H. This orthog-
onality is onvenient for nding the parameters orresponding to a bi-deomposable dis-
tribution. There exists a basis onsisting of indiator vetors as well, as follows. Denote
for any k, ℓ, a νkℓa =
∑5
q=1 ρ
kℓ
aq , where ρ
kℓ
aq was dened in (39). That is, ν
kℓ
a is the indiator
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vetor of the event that there are exatly a rooks in the upper left k × ℓ retangle of the
hessboard. The following vetors, together with 1, form a basis of H:
νkℓa : 1 ≤ k, ℓ ≤ n− 1,max(0, k + ℓ− n) < a ≤ min(k, ℓ),
ρkℓa5 : 1 ≤ k, ℓ ≤ n− 1,max(1, k + ℓ− n) < a ≤ min(k, ℓ).
(43)
This statement an be proved by indution, we omit the somewhat lengthy alulations.
Remark 2. Notie that the vetors νkℓa , together with 1 form the basis of the subspae
assoiated with those positive distributions, alled biS-deomposable distributions, whih
belong to the intersetion of the LS- and L
′
S-deomposable models. By Corollary 1, this
is again a log-linear model, with generating produt partitions
H˜kℓ = Φ˜k × Φ˜ℓ, (44)
whih we all the thin (k, ℓ)th ross-setions, dividing the hessboard into four retangles.
The omponent partitions were dened in (26). Notie that in this ase, with k, ℓ xed, νkℓa
(a takes on all its possible values) is an orthogonal basis of the subspae orresponding to
H˜kℓ. These subspaes are almost linearly independent in the sene that the only linear
dependene is that they all ontain the vetor 1. From this it follows that the number of
parameters in this model is
en =
⌊(n−1)/2⌋∑
j=0
(n− 2j − 1)2. (45)
The vetors ρkℓa5 represent the dierene between the bi-deomposable and the biS-de-
omposable distributions.
Remark 3. We have alulated the number of free parameters in the L-deomposable, bi-
deomposable, biS-deomposable models. For the sake of ompleteness we mention that
the number of free parameters in the remaining LS-deomposable model is given by
cn =
n∑
i=1
[(
n
i
)
− 1
]
= 2n − n− 1. (46)
3.3 Maximum likelihood estimation
As we have seen in the previous setions, the positive bi-deomposable distributions P+b
on Sn form an exponential family with dn parameters.
Denote by Π1, . . . ,Πm a sample taken from a positive bi-deomposable distribution,
and let r(π) stand for the relative frequeny of the permutation π in the sample. The
maximum likelihood estimate of the true distribution, or equivalently, of its parameters,
does not appear to have an expliit form in general, the likelihood funtion has to be
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maximized by numerial methods. The iterative proportional tting proedure (IPFP),
used in the theory of log-linear models, is one option. This algorithm onverges to the
maximum likelihood estimate, if it exists. We desribe briey the implementation of this
algorithm in our setting.
The generators of the bi-deomposable log-linear model are the bold ross-setions Hkℓ
in (32), whih dene the marginal funtions |πHkℓ | given by (18). The maximum likelihood
estimate is a distribution p∗ ∈ P+b suh that the distributions of the marginals |ΠHkℓ | under
p∗ are the same as under the empirial distribution r. There is at most one suh p∗ in P+b .
In some ases, the maximum likelihood estimate does not exist, beause no distribution in
P+b gives the same distribution of the marginals as the empirial distribution (we say that
the sample ontains strutural zeros). In these ases, a suitable p∗ an only be found in
the losure cl(P+b ). Numerial studies indiate that cl(P+b ) = Pb.
The IPFP algorithm proeeds by ylially tting the distributions of the individual
marginals |ΠHkℓ | to that observed in the sample. It onverges to the unique element in
cl(P+b ) whih agrees with the empirial distribution in all marginals. Starting from an
arbitrary p1 ∈ P+b (say the uniform distribution), the nth iteration step alulates
pn+1(π) =
∑
σ:|σHkℓ |=|πHkℓ |
r(σ)∑
σ:|σHkℓ |=|πHkℓ |
pn(σ)
pn(π), (47)
where the pair (k, ℓ) runs ylially over all possible values.
Remark 4. By Remark 2, maximum likelihood estimation in the biS-deomposable model
proeeds in an analogous way, namely by running the IPFP algorithm with |π eHkℓ | of (44)
instead of |πHkℓ |, i.e. we use the thin ross-setions instead of the bold ones.
Remark 5. In PL and in PL′ , the maximum likelihood estimate an be given expliitly.
For example, the L-deomposable model is parametrized by the onditional probabilities
(4). The maximum likelihood estimate of these onditional probabilities is given by the
orresponding onditional probabilities under the empirial distribution.
Numerial studies indiate that the maximum likelihood estimate in the family cl(P+b )
an also be obtained by iteratively alulating the maximum likelihood projetions on the
omponent spaes PL and PL′ .
4 Examples
In this setion, we ollet some models from the literature, whih are deomposable in at
least one way. These models are submodels of the free deomposable models, sine they
plae spei onstraints on the parameters.
Example 1 (Order statistis models). Consider an experiment in whih people are asked
to rank sounds aording to their loudness, say in inreasing order. One might suppose
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that the atual pereption of eah stimulus is a random variable, whose relative ordering
determines the person's ordering of the sounds. This example was studied by Thurstone
[20℄, and later by Daniels [5℄. If the random variable assoiated to the ith sound is Xi with
ontinuous distribution Fi, then the resulting distribution on the orderings is
p(π) = P (Xπ(1) < · · · < Xπ(n)).
The assumption that Xi are independent leads to the so alled order statistis models. If
the distributions form a loation family Fi(x) = F (x− µi), the model is alled Thurstone
model. A well-studied ase is when F (x) = 1 − exp(− expx) is the Gumbel distribution.
This is alled Lue model, and is equivalent to the model derived by Lue on the basis
on his ranking postulate and Choie Axiom in [15℄. This model is L-deomposable, with
anonial deomposition
Λ(x,C) =
θx∑
y 6∈C θy
,
where θy are arbitrary positive parameters (with sum equal to 1) assoiated with the
objets. However, the model is not L′-deomposable for arbitrary θ.
Example 2 (Paired omparisons models). A model suggested by Babington Smith [1℄ re-
ates the ordering of the n objets by making every possible paired omparison indepen-
dently of eah other. The result of suh a tournament an be represented by a direted
graph: if the graph ontains no direted irle, then it orresponds to a unique ordering of
the objets. Conditioning on the event that the graph is irle-free, we get
p(π) = c(θ)
∏
i<j
θπ(i)π(j),
where θxy is the probability that objet x is preferred to objet y in a paired omparison.
This model is L-deomposable, with
Λ(x,C) =
∏
y∈C
θyx.
However, the model is not L′-deomposable for arbitrary parameters.
Example 3 (Mallows-Bradley-Terry model). A speial ase of the paired omparison model
is given by θxy =
αx
αx+αy
. This form of the paired omparison probabilities was suggested
by Bradley and Terry [2℄, and Mallows [16℄ suggested using these probabilities in the paired
omparison model. The resulting distribution on the orderings is given by
p(π) = c(α)
n∏
i=1
αn−iπ(i) = c(α)
n∏
j=1
α
n−π−1(j)
j ,
whih is bi-deomposable.
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Example 4 (Multistage ranking model). This model, investigated by Fligner and Verdui
[11℄ supposes the andidates are numbered from 1 to n. The ranking takes plae stepwise.
In the kth step, the best k− 1 ranks are already given out. The kth best andidate is then
hosen from the remaining ones, but only the relative order of the remaining andidates is
taken into aount. In partiular, if the remaining andidates are j1 < · · · < jn−k+1, then
hoose ji with probability θ(i, k), where θ(i, k) are parameters satisfying
∑n−k+1
i=1 θ(i, k) =
1. It is easily seen that this model is L-deomposable with
Λ(x,C) = θ(|C ∩ {1 : x}|, |C|+ 1).
The model is also L′-deomposable.
Example 5 (Repeated insertion model). This model, studied by Doignon, Peke£ and Re-
genwetter [9℄ assumes that the ordering is reated by onsidering the andidates one after
the other (aording to their xed numbering), and inserting the urrent andidate into
the order already formed by the previous ones. More speially, for eah k, we have
insertion probabilities θ(i, k), i = 1, . . . , k with sum 1. For the kth andidate, there are k
possible plaes where he or she an be inserted into the order of the rst k− 1 andidates:
insert him or her between the (i − 1)st and ith with probability θ(i, k). This model is
a dual of the multistage ranking model, in the sense that it an be desribed similarly
to it, by interhanging ranks and andidates (but not in the sense that the resulting
permutations are eah other's inverse). It is L-deomposable with
Λ(x,C) = θ(|C ∩ {1 : x}|+ 1, x),
and it is also L′-deomposable.
Example 6 (Quasi-independene log-linear model). Let θij, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, be the elements
of an arbitrary doubly stohasti matrix, and
p(π) = c(θ)
n∏
i=1
θiπ(i) = c(θ)
n∏
j=1
θπ−1(j)j .
This distribution is by the above equation bi-deomposable. Writing it in the log-linear
form
log p(π) = α(0) + α
(1)
π(1) + α
(2)
π(2) + · · ·+ α
(n)
π(n), (48)
it states the quasi-independene of the variables π(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
It is easy tho see that for n > 3 the random permutations belonging to the quasi-
independene model have the following property. For any partition Z = (Z1, Z2) of size
2, as in (16), with |Z1| = 2, the ordered marginals ΠZ1 and ΠZ2 are onditionally in-
dependent, given the unordered marginals {ΠZ}. This property is a generalization of
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L-deomposability, and we an prove that only the quasi-independent distributions pos-
sess it. Moreover, for these distributions, a similar property is satised with arbitrary
partitions Z.
5 Invariane under relabellings
As we have noted already, deomposability of a random pairing between sets A and B
depends on how we label the elements of the two sets. Suppose that a labelling on both
sets is xed, and the random pairing funtion Π : A → B with these labellings beomes
Πorig : {1 : n} → {1 : n}. Suppose that we relabel the set A aording to the permutation
σ ∈ Sn, that is objet with original label i reeives the new label σ(i). Similarly, relabel
the set B aording to ρ ∈ Sn. Denote the random pairing funtion Π : A→ B with these
new labellings Πnew : {1 : n} → {1 : n}. If with the original labelling, the pair of i ∈ A is
π(i) ∈ B, then with the new labelling, the pair of σ(i) ∈ A is ρπ(i) ∈ B. Therefore, for
the distributions porig and pnew
porig(π) = P (Πorig = π) = P (Πnew = ρπσ
−1) = pnew(ρπσ
−1). (49)
In this setion we investigate whether L-deomposability is preserved after suh relabellings
or not.
Denition 4. Let φ : Sn → Sn be a one to one mapping. Then for any distribution p,
dene pφ(π) = p(φ(π)). We say that the family P of distributions is invariant under φ, if
Pφ = {pφ : p ∈ P} ⊂ P.
Let us introdue some notation. For any σ ∈ Sn, let φ◦σ : π 7→ πσ, φσ◦ : π 7→ σπ be
the right and left multipliations by σ. Denote by σ(12) the permutation whih exhanges
1 and 2 only, and by σr the reversing permutation whih maps k to n+ 1− k.
In the ranking situation (ii) desribed in the Introdution, a model for a random ranking
is alled label-invariant, if it is invariant under relabellings of the objets. It is alled
reversible, if it is invariant under reversing of the ranks. The onepts of label-invariane
and reversibility were studied for some wide lasses of ranking models in [4℄.
Theorem 2. PL is invariant under left multipliations, and under the group of right
multipliations generated by σr and σ(12) (for n ≥ 4, this group ontains eight right mul-
tipliations, inluding the identity). The family is not invariant under any other right
multipliation.
Proof. Invariane under left-multipliations follows e.g. from Property 3 in Denition 1, as
well as invariane under right multipliation by σr, sine the Markov property is reversible.
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Invariane under right multipliation by σ(12) an be heked diretly using Property 1 in
Denition 1.
To show that the family is not invariant under other right multipliations, we prove
that for all other permutations σ there exists a positive bi-deomposable distribution p,
suh that p◦σ is not L-deomposable. The group of right multipliations generated by
φ◦σr , φ◦σ(12) are the multipliations by the following permutations:
id, σr, σ(12), σrσ(12), σrσ(12)σr, σ(12)σr, σrσ(12)σrσ(12), σ(12)σrσ(12) (50)
We will use the following property: let p be L-deomposable. Suppose that the probability
of π11 and π22 is positive, and a is suh that π11{1 : a} = π22{1 : a}. Dene the rossover
permutations:
π12(k) =
{
π11(k) if k ≤ a
π22(k) if k > a
, π21(k) =
{
π22(k) if k ≤ a
π11(k) if k > a
.
Then
p(π11)
p(π12)
=
p(π21)
p(π22)
. (51)
If σ not a member of the permutations in (50), then neither is its inverse, and there
exists an 2 ≤ a ≤ n− 2, suh that
σ−1{1 : a} 6= {1 : a}, {n − a+ 1 : n}.
Let a be suh a number. Therefore there exist c, e ∈ {1 : a} and d, f 6∈ {1 : a}, for whih
c∗ = σ−1(c) > σ−1(d) = d∗, e∗ = σ−1(e) < σ−1(f) = f∗.
For the numbers α, β, γ we say that α separates β and γ, if β < α < γ or β > α > γ.
Now, if d∗ ≥ f∗, then d∗ (and f∗ as well) separates c∗ and e∗. If d∗ < f∗, then either one
of them separates c∗ and e∗, or c∗ (and e∗ as well) separates d∗ and f∗. Therefore, one of
the following two ases holds:
1. ∃ c, e ∈ {1 : a}, d 6∈ {1 : a} : d∗ separates c∗, e∗
2. ∃ c ∈ {1 : a}, d, f 6∈ {1 : a} : c∗ separates d∗, f∗
The two ases an be treated in the same way. Let us deal with the rst one! Let f 6∈
{1 : a}, f 6= d be arbitrary, with f∗ = σ−1(f). Reall (39), and let p = c(d∗) exp{ρd∗d∗d∗5 },
this is a positive bi-deomposable distribution. Let π11 = σ
−1
, from whih we obtain π22
by exhanging two pairs:
π22(c) = e
∗, π22(e) = c
∗, π22(d) = f
∗, π22(f) = d
∗.
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Denote by π12 and π21 the rossover permutations. For these four permutations, p◦σ does
not satisfy (51). On the one hand, multiplying π11 by σ from the right, we get the identity
permutation, for whih ρd
∗d∗
d∗5 = 1. On the other hand, for both π12σ and π21σ, ρ
d∗d∗
d∗5 = 0
, sine for the rst, d∗ is not a xed point, and for the seond, there is an element greater
than d∗ among the rst d∗ elements. This ompletes the proof.
6 Disussion and appliation
In this paper, we introdued log-linear models for random permutations, whose generators
are produt partitions of the hessboard. Examples are the L-deomposable, LS-deompo-
sable, bi-deomposable, and biS-deomposable models. In all of these ases, we determined
the number of parameters. We showed how to alulate the maximum likelihood estimate
of the ontinuous parameters either diretly (for the L-deomposable model) or by the it-
erative proportional tting algorithm (in the other models). The natural order(s) implied
by the models on the set(s) is either known, or it also has to be estimated. We studied the
extent to whih this order an be determined in the L-deomposable and the bi-deom-
posable models. There are many other statistial questions of interest, whih we did not
address in this paper. Another theoretially, and perhaps also pratially important ques-
tion is the haraterization of deomposable distributions, if we do not restrit ourselves
to the stritly positive ase.
Finally, we t our models to one of the most investigated ranking data in the literature,
the 1980 eletion of the Amerian Psyhologial Assoiation (APA). This organization
elets a president eah year by asking its members to rank ve andidates. In 1980, 5738
omplete rankings were ast. APA hooses the winner by the Hare system. See Fishburn
[10℄ for a review of the advantages and disadvantages of this system.
Analyses of these data an be found, among others, in Chung and Marden [3℄, Diao-
nis [7℄, MCullagh [18℄, and Stern [19℄. One harateristi feature of the data is that the
members of the assoiation an be divided into three distint groups: the researh psyhol-
ogists (andidates 1 and 3 belong here), linial psyhologists (their andidates are 4 and
5), and the ommunity psyhologists, to whom 2 belongs. The rst two groups represent
the majority of the members. Not surprisingly, analysis shows that eah group tends to
prefer its own andidates.
Chung and Marden [3℄ t orthogonal ontrast models to the data. Diaonis [7℄ uses this
dataset to illustrate the method of spetral analysis of ranked data, with many pointers
to literature. MCullagh [18℄ ts log-linear models based on inversions to the data. We
emphasize here that we do not attempt to provide a thorough analysis of the APA data,
our aim is merely to illustrate the t of our models on a real dataset. We used the ordering
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data, Table 1 shows the maximum of the log-likelihood funtion (L) and the hi-square
value of the goodness of t, with the degrees of freedom in parentheses for all models. In the
last olumn, we gave the standardized statisti U = (GOF − df)/√df . In all ases, where
appliable, the results appearing in Table 1 orrespond to the best right/left relabelling
of the original data, whih we found by an exhaustive searh. As expeted, the order on
the ranks indiated by the models oinides with the natural order from best to worst. All
models agree on the natural order of the andidates as well, 4 is in the middle, with {1, 3}
and {2, 5} on its two sides (notie that there are eight permutations tting this pattern,
as stated in Theorem 2). The best t is provided by the L-deomposable model. The
results indiate that the rankings violate deomposability (i.e. onditional independene
relations) more than the orderings. There are at least two ways to nd better tting models.
Firstly, we ould hek whih onditional independenes do not hold. Models whih assume
deomposability at only some row-setions and some olumn-setions also t into the log-
linear setting desribed in this paper. While a general expression for the number of free
parameters in these wider models is probably intratable, it an be alulated numerially
in any partiular ase. Seondly, one ould try to redue the number of parameters by
seleting a log-linear model with fewer generating partitions.
Table 1: Fit of log-linear models to APA ordering data
Model L GOF (df) U
saturated −26612 -
L-deomposable −26661 98.9 (70) 3.45
L′-deomposable −26674 126.5 (70) 6.75
LS-deomposable −26684 144.8 (93) 5.37
L′S-deomposable −26697 171.7 (93) 8.16
bi-deomposable −26687 151.8 (89) 6.66
biS-deomposable −26701 180.1 (99) 8.15
uniform −27470 2183.0 (119)
7 Proofs
Proof of Proposition 3. If the stated onditional independenes hold, the random permu-
tation is learly bi-deomposable. For the other diretion, suppose Π is bi-deomposable.
By L-deomposability, given {Πκ}, Πκ
i
are onditionally independent. Conditioning on
{Π−1λ } as well does not ruin this independene, sine the additional ondition restrits the
values of the Πκ
i
one by one. Thus we proved that Πκ
i
are onditionally independent,
given {Πκ} and {Π−1λ }, and using L′-deomposability, the same is true for Π−1λ
j
. Denote a
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ondition by E = {{Πκ} = u, {Π−1λ } = v}, then
P (Π = π|E) =
s∏
i=1
P (Πκ
i
= πκ
i
|E),
and sine
Πκ
i
= (Πκ
i
×λ
j
: 1 ≤ j ≤ t),
where Πκ
i
×λ
j
is a funtion of Π−1λ
j
, also
P (Πκ
i
= πκ
i
|E) =
t∏
j=1
P (Πκ
i
×λ
j
= πκ
i
×λ
j
|E),
whih proves the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 1. Sine L2(D1 ∩ D2) = L2(D1) ∩ L2(D2), the spaes L2(D1) és L2(D2)
interset orthogonally if and only if for any f ∈ L2(D1), g ∈ L2(D2),
E
([
f − E(f | D1 ∩ D2)
][
g − E(g | D1 ∩ D2)
])
= 0.
If the onditional independene relation holds, then the following stronger equality
holds:
E
([
f − E(f | D1 ∩ D2)
][
g − E(g | D1 ∩ D2)
] | D1 ∩ D2) = 0.
In the other diretion, if the spaes interset orthogonally, then let E1 ∈ D1, E2 ∈ D2,
and denote by C the event that
P (E1 ∩E2 | D1 ∩ D2)− P (E1 | D1 ∩D2)P (E2 | D1 ∩ D2) > 0.
With f = χ(E1)χ(C) and g = χ(E2)χ(C),
E
([
f − E(f | D1 ∩ D2)
][
g −E(g | D1 ∩ D2)
])
=
E (E(fg | D1 ∩ D2)− E(f | D1 ∩ D2)E(g | D1 ∩ D2)) =
= E
(
χ(C)
[
P (E1 ∩ E2 | D1 ∩ D2)− P (E1 | D1 ∩ D2)P (E2 | D1 ∩ D2)
])
= 0.
This is possible only if P (E1 ∩ E2 | D1 ∩ D2)− P (E1 | D1 ∩ D2)P (E2 | D1 ∩ D2) ≤ 0 with
probability 1. The reverse inequality is obtained similarly, thus E1 and E2 are onditionally
independent, given D1 ∩ D2.
Proof of Lemma 2. We apply Lemma 1 to Sn endowed with the uniform distribution. In
this ase, orthogonal intersetion in the L2-spae is equivalent to orhtogonal intersetion
in R
n!
. The seond statement in (22) holds, beause it is easy to hek that σ(R′ ×
C) ∩ σ(R × C′) = σ(R × C). Conerning the rst one, we have to prove that |ΠR′×C |
and |ΠR×C′ | are onditionally independent, given |ΠR×C |, if Π is a uniformly distributed
random permutation, whih is again easy to hek.
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Proof of Lemma 3. By supposition, PrVjUi ⊂ Ui for every i, j, therefore PrVjU ⊂ U for
every j, i.e. U intersets eah Vj orthogonally. Consequently, PrUVj ⊂ Vj for every j, whih
yields PrUV ⊂ V , whih was to be proved. On the other hand, let W = Span(Ui ∩ Vj :
i ∈ I, j ∈ J). Then PrVjUi ⊂ W , furthermore PrUVj = PrVjU ⊂ W , whih leads to
PrUV ⊂W .
Proof of Lemma 4. We use that U and V interset orthogonally if and only if the projetion
operators onto them ommute, that is PrUPrV = PrV PrU . Now
PrU2PrV2 = (PrU − PrU1)(PrV − PrV1) =
PrUPrV − PrU1PrV − PrUPrV1 + PrU1PrV1 ,
and by supposition the operators in all four terms ommute, yielding PrV2PrU2 . The
seond statement follows from Lemma 3.
Proof of Lemma 5. We use again that orthogonality in the L2-spae is equivalent to orhtog-
onality in R
n!
. In this proof, we use the notation
σk = σ(Φk ×Ψ), σ˜k = σ(Φ˜k ×Ψ).
An element of F k is a dierene f1 = f−E(f | σ˜k), where f is σk-measurable. Orthogonal-
ity to 1 means that E(f1) = 0. For the other statement, let g1 be an element of F
j
, where
j > k. It is easy to hek that under the uniform distribution, σk and σj are onditionally
independent, given σ˜k. Therefore,
E(f1g1) = E[E(f1g1 | σ˜k)] = E[E(f1 | σ˜k)E(g1 | σ˜k)] = 0,
sine E(f1 | σ˜k) = 0 with probability 1.
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